Many problems in formal verification and program analysis can be formalized as computing winning strategies for two-player games on graphs. In this paper, we focus on solving games in recursive game graphs which can model the control flow in sequential programs with recursive procedure calls. While such games can be viewed as the pushdown games studied in the literature, the natural notion of winning in our framework requires the strategies to be modular with only local memory; that is, resolution of choices within a module does not depend on the context in which the module is invoked, but only on the history within the current invocation of the module. While reachability in (global) pushdown games is known to be EXPTIME-complete, we show reachability in modular games to be NP-complete. We present a fixed-point computation algorithm for solving modular games such that in the worst case the number of iterations is exponential in the total number of returned values from the modules. If the strategy within a module does not depend on the global history, but can remember the history of the past invocations of this module, that is, if memory is local but persistent, we show that reachability becomes undecidable.
Introduction
The original motivation for studying games in the context of formal analysis of systems comes from the controller synthesis problem. Given a description of the system where some of the choices depend upon the input and some of the choices represent uncontrollable internal non-determinism, designing a controller that supplies inputs to the system so that the product of the controller and the system satisfies the correctness specification corresponds to computing winning strategies in two-player games. This question has been studied extensively in the literature (see [10, 26, 20] for sample research and [31] for a survey). Besides the long-term dream of synthesizing correct programs from formal specifications, games are relevant in two different contemporary contexts. First, model checking for branching-time logics such as the -calculus, as well as several procedures that use tree automata emptiness for deciding various logics, can be reduced to solving games [15, 30] . Second, games have been shown to be relevant for verification of open systems. For instance, the Alternating Temporal Logic allows specification of requirements such as "module A can ensure delivery of the message no matter how module B behaves" [4] ; module checking deals with the problem of checking whether a module behaves correctly no matter in which environment it is placed [21] ; the framework of interface automata allows assumptions about the usage of a component to be built into the specification of the interface of the component, and formulates compatibility of interfaces using games [14, 12] ; recent work in interface synthesis for Java classes [2] uses games to capture dynamic requirements a class demands of its environment.
In traditional model checking, the model is a finite state machine whose vertices correspond to states, and whose edges correspond to transitions. To define two-player games in this model, the vertices are partitioned into two sets corresponding to the two players, where a player gets to choose the transition when the current state belongs to its own partition. 1 In this paper, we consider the richer system model of recursive state machines (RSMs), in which vertices can either be ordinary states or can correspond to invocations of other state machines in a potentially recursive manner. Recursive state machines can model the control flow in typical sequential imperative programming languages with recursive procedure calls.
More precisely, a recursive state machine consists of a set of component machines called modules. Each module has a set of nodes (atomic states) and boxes (each of which is mapped to a module), a well-defined interface consisting of entry and exit nodes, and edges connecting nodes/boxes. An edge entering a box models the invocation of the module associated with the box, and an edge leaving a box corresponds to a return from that module. To define two-player games on recursive state machines, we partition the nodes into two sets such that a player gets to choose the transition when the current node belongs to its own partition. We focus on solving games with reachability and safety winning conditions. For reachability games, the problem is to decide whether one of the players has a strategy to force the system starting from a specified node to enter one of the target nodes. In a safety game, the player must force the system to stay within a given "good" set of nodes.
Due to recursion, the underlying global state-space is infinite and behaves like a pushdown system. While reachability in pushdown games is already studied [32, 11] , we are interested in developing algorithms for games on RSMs for two reasons. First, RSMs is a more natural model of recursive systems, and studying reachability (without games) on RSMs has led to refined bounds on complexity in terms of parameters such as the number of entry and exit nodes of modules [3] . Second, existing algorithms for solving pushdown games assume that each player has access to the entire global history which includes the information of the play in all modules. The first contribution of the paper is the notion of modular strategies for games on RSMs. A modular strategy is a strategy that has only local memory, and thus, resolution of choices within a module does not depend on the context in which the module is invoked, but only on the history within the current invocation of the module. This permits a natural definition of synthesis of recursive controllers: a controller for a module can be plugged into any context where the module is invoked. Clearly, there are cases where there is no modular winning strategy while there is a global one. Recent work on the interface compatibility checking for software modules implements the global games on pushdown systems [12] , but we believe that checking for existence of modular strategies matches better with the intuition for compatibility. Due to recursion, a recursive state machine behaves like a pushdown system and therefore its underlying global state space is infinite. Reachability in pushdown games has been studied [24, 17, 32, 11] under the assumption that each player has access to the entire global history which includes the information of the play in all modules. The first contribution of our paper is the notion of modular strategies for games on RSMs. A modular strategy is a strategy that has only local memory, and thus the resolution of choices within a module does not depend on the context in which the module is invoked, but only on the history within the current invocation of the module. This permits a natural definition of synthesis of recursive controllers: a controller for a module can be plugged into any context where the module is invoked. Clearly, there are cases where there is no modular winning strategy while there is a global one.
After formulating the notion of modular strategies, we show that deciding existence of modular winning strategies for reachability games is NP-complete. In contrast, global reachability games are EXPTIME-complete [32] . Then, we proceed to formulate a fixed-point computation algorithm that generalizes the symbolic solution to reachability games. For ordinary game graphs, the fixed-point algorithm, starting with the target vertices, iteratively grows the set of vertices from which winning is ensured. In our case, when a node is found to be winning, we also need to keep track of the strategies within different modules that were used. This labeling is needed to make sure that the same set of module strategies is used consistently everywhere to ensure modularity. When a play enters a module, the strategy used for the module always drives the play such that the play exits only in a subset E of the exit nodes of the module. Also, the strategy only allows certain modules M to be called from the current module. It turns out that these two sets, E and M, are the only relevant aspects of the strategy that needs to be recorded. Consequently, in the worst case, the number of iterations of our fixed-point computation is exponential in the number of exit nodes of the modules.
We then turn to safety winning conditions for recursive game graphs. Since we restrict to modular strategies for one player, the protagonist, on recursive game graphs safety is not dual to reachability. We prove that determining the existence of a modular strategy for a safety recursive game is also NP-complete.
Finally, we consider the case when the strategy within a module is required to have only local memory, and does not depend on the global history, but where this memory can be persistent and can remember the history of the past invocations of this module. In this case, we prove reachability games to be undecidable by a reduction from the undecidability of multi-player games with incomplete information [25] .
Related work: We have already explained the relation to the global games on pushdown systems [9, 11, 32] . The notion of modular strategies may remind the reader of games with partial information, but this is technically quite different from the standard notion of partial information, and, in fact, lowers the complexity class of the decision problem, while introducing partial information typically adds an exponential to the complexity. Another context where modular strategies have been studied is in the realm of concurrent or distributed games for synthesizing distributed controllers for a system (see [27, 22, 28] and references therein). In that setting, however, looking for modular strategies quickly leads to undecidability. There are some restricted architectures that are decidable, a prominent one being the hierarchic architectures [25, 27] . Our problem, however, is quite different from these works since in our setting the control is always in one module, while in the concurrent setting, control can be in several modules at any given time.
Games on recursive graphs
In this section we introduce recursive games and the decision problem we wish to solve. We start by recalling the notion of games on "flat graphs" which are the standard games on And-Or graphs.
Flat game graphs
A flat game graph is a tuple G = V , V 0 , V 1 , where V is a finite set of vertices, V 0 and V 1 define a partition of V , and : V → 2 V is a function giving for each vertex u ∈ V the set of its successors in G. The game is played by two players, player 0 (the protagonist) and player 1 (the adversary). For p = 0, 1, the vertices in V p are those from which only player p can move and the allowed moves are given by the function . Intuitively, after a play u 0 u 1 . . . u j , if u j ∈ V p , then player p chooses a successor vertex u j +1 ∈ (u j ).
Formally, a play in a game graph G is a (finite or infinite) path in G. A strategy for player p is a function f : V * .V → V mapping sequences (and hence plays) to vertices such that for every sequence u ∈ V * .V , if u ∈ V p and (u) = ∅, then f ( u) ∈ (u). The idea is that when a play u has been played, where u ∈ V p , the strategy f recommends the move f ( u). Unless u is a sink vertex, we require that f picks a successor vertex of u. A play = u 0 u 1 . . . is according to f if for every 0 j < | | such that u j ∈ V p , f (u 0 . . . u j ) = u j +1 . If a strategy for player p depends only on the current vertex of a play, i.e., if f ( x) = f ( x), for all plays , and x ∈ V p , it is called a memoryless strategy. A play according to a strategy is said to be maximal if it cannot be continued (i.e. if is infinite, or, is finite and there is no v ∈ V such that v is a play according to the strategy).
Since we are interested in reachability and safety games in this paper, we have a winning condition for the game given by a subset of vertices X. For reachability games, X represents the target set that must be reached, and in safety games, X represents the "good" set that the play must stay within. A flat reachability (safety) game is then a tuple G, v 0 , X where G is a flat game graph, v 0 is the initial vertex where the plays start, and X is a subset of the vertices. In a reachability game, a play is winning for the protagonist if it contains a vertex in X (i.e. a play = u 0 u 1 . . . , where u 0 = v 0 , is winning if there is an i < | | such that u i ∈ X). A play is winning for the protagonist in a safety game if all vertices in the play are in X. A strategy for the protagonist is winning if all maximal plays according to it are winning, while a strategy for the adversary is winning if all maximal plays according to it are not winning. We recall that flat reachability and safety games are solvable in linear time and are PTIME-complete. Moreover, if a player has a winning strategy, then it also has a memoryless winning strategy [23] .
Recursive game graphs
Our main objective is to study reachability and safety games in hierarchical and recursive graph structures that are defined using several component game graphs (or game modules) that can invoke each other. We concentrate mainly on reachability games and briefly overview how the results translate to safety games in Section 5.
In this section we introduce our model. It is the recursive state machine model defined in [3, 8] generalized to game graphs.
Definition 1.
A recursive game graph A is given by a tuple A 1 , . . . , A n , where each game module
consists of the following components: • A finite nonempty set of nodes N i .
• A nonempty set of entry nodes En i ⊆ N i and a nonempty set of exit nodes Ex i ⊆ N i .
• A set of boxes B i .
• Two disjoint sets V 0 i and V 1 i that partition the set of nodes and boxes into two sets, i.e.
denotes the places where it is the turn of player 0 (respectively player 1) to play.
• A labeling Y i : B i → {1, . . . , n} that assigns to every box an index of the game modules A 1 , . . . , A n .
• To illustrate the definitions, consider the example shown in Fig. 1 . It comprises two modules A 1 and A 2 , where A 1 has three boxes (b 1 , b 2 and b 3 ) that invoke A 2 . The nodes of player 0 (the protagonist) are denoted by circles and the nodes of player 1 (the adversary) are denoted by squares (all boxes belong to player 0). The only adversary node in the example is e 1 , the entry node of A 1 . The only place at which the protagonist has more than one enabled move is e 2 , the entry node of A 2 . The node e 1 is an entry node of
We make some assumptions of these graphs in the sequel that enables a more readable presentation:
(R1) There is only one entry node in every module, i.e. |E i | = 1 for every i. We refer to this unique entry node of A i as e i . (R2) For every u ∈ N i ∪Retns i , e i / ∈ i (u) holds, and for every x ∈ Ex i , i (x) is empty. That is, there are no transitions from a module to its own entry nodes and no transitions from its exit nodes. Also, there are no transitions from returns to calls. The restriction (R1) of having only a single entry is for convenience. We address how to handle multiple entries in Section 5. The condition (R3) is without loss of generality. Hence we can extend the functions {Y i } n i=1 to a single function Y : B → {1, . . . , n}. The restriction (R2) is also without loss of generality as one can always introduce new entry nodes (exit nodes) that do not have incoming (outgoing) transitions and turn the original entry nodes (exit nodes) to internal nodes. In the second case too, for every transition from a return to a call, we can introduce a new dummy node in between them. Fig. 1 is hierarchic.
To define the notions of play and strategy for a recursive game graph, we first give the semantics of our model by defining a flat game graph associated with it. This is similar to the way one associates a flat model that describes the behavior of a recursive state machine.
A ( 2 , u denotes the configuration where b 1 is a call to a module which in turn called another module using b 2 in which the current node is u. When the last module exits, the control goes back to the corresponding return of b 2 , and so on. Henceforth, we assume states to be well-formed and denote by Q A the set of global states of A.
According to the partition of nodes and boxes in the recursive game graph, the states are also classified as protagonist and adversary states. For p = 0, 1, a state b 1 , . . . , b r , u is a p-state if either u is not an exit node and is a p-node, or (b r , u) is a p-return. (If r = 0 and u is an exit node, the definition will not matter since there are no transitions from it; we hence choose these states to be, say, 0-states.) We denote by Q p the set of p-states. The first case above corresponds to an internal move within a module, the second case is when a new module is called and the box gets pushed onto the stack, and the last case corresponds to returns from calls when the transition is taken from the return node determined by popping the stack. Note that the set of reachable states from a given state could be infinite if the recursive game graph is not hierarchic, while it is certainly finite if it is hierarchic.
Definition 3.
A recursive (reachability) game is a tuple A, e 1 , X where A = A 1 , . . . , A n is a recursive game graph, e 1 is the entry node of A 1 , and X ⊆ Ex 1 is the target set, which is a subset of the exit nodes of A 1 . 2 The global recursive game corresponding to A, e 1 , X is the flat game G A , e 1 , X where X is the set of all global states s = b 1 , . . . , b r , u where u ∈ X. A (winning) global strategy in a recursive game is a (winning) strategy in the global recursive game.
If we adopt the notion of global strategies on the global recursive games, it will lead us to a definition equivalent to that of pushdown games [32] . One can show that for every recursive game, there is a polynomial-sized pushdown automaton whose configuration game graph (as in [32] ) is isomorphic to the global graph of the recursive game, and vice versa. This is an extension of how recursive state machines and pushdown automata are related (see [1] for a detailed explanation). We depart from pushdown games at this point in that we require a particular kind of strategy (namely a modular strategy) that wins these games. We now introduce this class of strategies and define the corresponding decision problem.
Modular strategies
In this section, we introduce the concept of a modular strategy for the protagonist. A modular strategy comprises a set of local strategies, one for each game module, such that when the local strategies are put together into a global strategy, the protagonist wins the game. A local strategy for a module A i is restricted in the sense that it can only refer to the "local memory" of module A i , that is, the portion of the play corresponding to the "current" invocation of the module.
To define formally a modular strategy for a recursive game graph A, we introduce some notation. For a play , the control after is in A i if the current node is in A i ; however, if the current node is an exit node, then the control is in the module that made the last call. Formally, for a play s, we say that the control after s is in 
; in all other cases, i (s) = ε, the empty word. We extend i to sequences of states:
We can now define a function i that extracts the local memory for module A i from the play :
. Thus the local memory of a play ending in a state s k stands for the fragment of the play in the current module that gives the sequence of nodes, calls and returns in A i that led to the state s k , ignoring the sub-plays in called modules (including recursive calls to itself).
For example, consider the recursive game graph in Fig. 1 . The play = e 1 b 2 , e 2 b 2 , x 1 b 3 , e 2 b 3 , x 1 is a finite play in this game and the control after is in A 1 . The current stack ( ) is the empty sequence. ( ) = and the local memory of is 1 ( ) = . However, for = e 1 b 2 , e 2 b 2 , x 1 b 3 , e 2 , control after is in A 2 , ( ) = b 3 , ( ) = b 3 , e 2 and 2 ( ) = e 2 . Note that after , the local memory has "forgotten" the previous entry into A 2 where it went through the nodes e 2 and x 1 .
We are ready now to define modular strategies. A modular strategy for player 0 is intuitively a set of functions, one for each module, that encodes how player 0 must play the game in that module. However, the choice of a move at a state can depend only on the local memory of the play so far in the current module. Formally: Definition 4. Given a recursive game graph A = A 1 , . . . , A n , a modular strategyf for player 0 is a set of functions,
, one for each module, where for every i, f i :
A play is according tof if for every prefix ss of : if the control after s is in A i and s is in Q 0 , then i ( ss ) = wu where w = i ( s) and u = f i (w). 3 Modular strategies can be seen as global strategies f such that the following property holds:
(P1) For all plays , of A, if the control after and the control after are both in A i and i ( )
In fact, we have the following: Proposition 1. For any modular strategyf for player 0, there exists a strategy f such that (P1) holds and the set of plays according tof is equal to the set of plays according to f . Conversely, for any strategy f such that (P1) holds there exists a modular strategyf such that the set of plays according to f is equal to the set of plays according tof .
Proof. For a modular strategyf
, let s be a play, let the control after s be in
and let = ( s). Then f ( s) = s where s is the unique successor of s such that i (s ) = f i ( i ( s)). Clearly, property (P1) holds for f since f ( s) is uniquely determined by i ( s).
Moreover, it is easy to see from the definitions that the set of plays according to f is the same as the set of plays according tof . Conversely, let f be a strategy that satisfies (P1). Then, definef = {f i } n i=1 such that for any play , if the control after is in
, where = ( ) (the function f i on other values can be defined arbitrarily). Then, from the fact that f satisfies (P1), it follows that such a modular strategy can be defined and it is easy to see that the plays according to f are precisely the plays according tof .
We sometimes refer to a component f j of a modular strategy {f i } as a local strategy. We denote modular strategies also as f (instead off ) and freely switch between whether it stands for a tuple of strategies or a global strategy that satisfies (P1).
We consider the following decision problem.
Definition 5 (Recursive game reachability problem). Given a recursive game A, e 1 , X , is there a modular winning strategy for the protagonist?
Observe that there are recursive games in which the protagonist can win only if it uses a global non-modular strategy. To see this, consider again the game graph in Fig. 1 . The only place where the protagonist has a choice is in picking the move from e 2 . If the target set is {x 2 , x 3 } then the protagonist has a winning modular strategy where it chooses to move to the exit node x 2 from e 2 in A 2 . For the target set {x 1 , x 3 }, there is no modular strategy for the protagonist that is winning. However, it is easy to see that there is a global winning strategy (which chooses x 1 if b 1 is on the stack and chooses x 2 if b 2 is on the stack).
Rather than allow a strategy for a module A i to remember only the play from the last call to A i , we could allow the strategy to remember all parts of the play when it was inside A i . That is, we could allow strategies to have a persistent memory where it is allowed to remember how the play evolved in all the previous calls to the module. For example, in the recursive game in Fig. 1 , though there is no modular strategy for the protagonist for the target set {x 1 , x 3 }, there is a persistent strategy (the strategy for A 2 picks x 1 when it is first called and picks x 2 on the second call). Checking for persistent strategies, however, turns out to be undecidable (see Section 5 for details).
From now on, when the context is clear, we use the term strategy to mean a modular strategy.
Potential applications
In this section, we briefly illustrate settings where the use of modular and persistent strategies is quite natural and appropriate.
Synthesis of interfaces for components
In modular approaches to system design, a system is decomposed into components arranged according to a global architecture [29] . This approach heavily relies on interfaces-an interface abstracts from a component the information that is needed to compose it with the other parts of a system, thus allowing each component to be designed independently of others.
Consider a general architecture of a system as shown in Fig. 2 , where a component C interacts with a set of components C 1 , . . . , C n . For each C j , the interface I j of C j to C captures the ways in which C j will behave when fed a sequence of inputs by C. Now, suppose that we want to synthesize the interface assumptions I 1 , . . . , I n , one for each component, that assure that the component C is correct with respect to a specification. Note that any interface I j should depend only on the information explicitly passed by C to C j .
For sequential models (that is, when at any time the control can be in at most one component), this scenario can be naturally captured using modular/persistent strategies. We can model each interface as a module with the nondeterminacy in the interface modeled as choices for the protagonist. Determining the strategy for the protagonist in these modules that will make C satisfy its specification corresponds to synthesizing interfaces. Moreover, the modularity of interfaces is captured by strategies that are "local" to each module. In particular, if along any execution, at each invocation of a component C j , C j does not keep memory of the previous invocations of itself (for example, this is the case when C calls each C j as a purely functional call), then the above interface synthesis problem corresponds to that of computing modular strategies. On the other hand, if components can keep track of previous invocations, then interface synthesis corresponds to computing persistent strategies.
Software verification using abstraction
A recent approach to software verification consists of abstracting a computer program with a boolean program (boolean predicates are used to abstract data domains) and then checking the boolean program against the specification [7, 18] . A boolean program is a program with the usual control-flow constructs of imperative languages such as C, but with the restriction that all the variables are boolean.
In the existing approaches, when the boolean program is constructed, function calls to other modules or library calls are often completely abstracted away (or treated as uninterpreted functions). Since the function calls may indeed prove important to verify the specification, a more robust approach is to ask what requirements the functions must satisfy in order for the program to meet its specification. For example, the fact that a call to a function that squares its input always returns a positive value may be required to prove the correctness of the program, if boolean predicates keep track of whether variables are positive or not.
More precisely, given a boolean program that makes function calls g 1 , . . . , g n (the same function g i may be called in different parts of the program), instead of modeling each call as an abstract stub, we want to synthesize a model of these functions (over the boolean variables) that ensure that the program meets its specification. We can model each g i as a module, capture its nondeterministic output using protagonist moves, and check for a winning modular strategy. The modularity of the strategy ensures that the model of each function is independent of the context in which it is invoked. The synthesized assumptions for each function g i can then be checked against the concrete implementation of g i .
Solving reachability in recursive games
In this section, we show how to solve the recursive game reachability problem and show it is NP-complete. Let us fix a reachability game A, e 1 , X for the rest of this section, where A = A 1 , . . . , A n , and each
Recall that the target set X is a subset of Ex 1 , the exit nodes of A 1 . Consider f , a modular strategy for A, e 1 , X . The key to deciding recursive games is the observation that whether f is winning or not is primarily determined by finding, for each A i , the set of exit nodes of A i which the local strategy f i will lead a play entering A i to. Let X f i denote the set of exit nodes a play can reach if it enters A i and continues according to f ; that is, an exit node x ∈ Ex i is in X f i if there is a play according to f of the form e i
x . In fact, if we take a winning modular strategyf and replace an f i inf with a different strategy f i which calls the same modules that f i calls and leads to the same set of exit nodes of A i , then this will also be a winning strategy. This motivates the following definition. By the definition of a call graph, we know that for every 1 l < j, there is a play according to f starting from e 1 that reaches a point in A i l where A i l+1 is called. Since f is modular, this means that for every play that ends in the entry node of A i l , 1 l < j, there is a continuation of it according to f that reaches a point in A i l where A i l+1 is called. However, before A i l+1 is called, there may be several calls to other modules (that return).
We can now construct a play according to f that starts from e 1 that goes through e i 2 , then through e i 3 , . . . then through e i j −1 and then back to e i m , then through e i m+1 , etc. forever. Now there are two cases. If along this play, we happen to call A 1 again (note that A 1 may not be A i j for any j ) then we can, instead of continuing the play in the fashion described above, continue the play as we did at the beginning starting from e 1 . In this case, we have a play that repeatedly calls A 1 and never exits these A 1 calls, and hence avoids X, which contradicts the assumption that f was winning.
Otherwise, the play never enters A 1 and instead will enter A i m through A i j −1 again and again. Hence the call from A 1 never returns and the play will never reach X which again contradicts the assumption that f is winning.
For a strategy f on A, e 1 , X , we say that f is hierarchic if the plays according to f make no recursive calls (i.e., no play from e 1 according to f reaches a state of the form s = b 1 , . . . , b i , u such that u ∈ N l and b j ∈ B l for some l ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , i}). The following is immediate from the above lemma:
Corollary 3. Recursive reachability games admit only hierarchic modular winning strategies.
We recall that the target set X is a subset of the exit nodes of module A 1 . An interesting consequence of the above result is that when we consider modular strategies, the only global states of the target set that can be reached according to a winning modular strategy are x , x ∈ X.
Motivated by the above lemma, we give a general definition of a call graph:
Let C = (V , →, ) be a call graph for the game A, e 1 , X . Let A i be a module of the game. We now define a game graph A C i which is a flat game graph associated with A i and C, where, intuitively, we replace each call (b, e j ) to a module A j by a vertex where player 1 can take the game to any return (b, x j ) where x j is in (A j ). In other words, we are defining a game graph under the assumption that a call to a module A j could result in returns corresponding to (A j ) and we want to solve the game for A i under these assumptions. The game graph A C i will also prohibit any calls to modules that it is not supposed to call, in accordance with the call graph C.
Formally, if C is a call graph, A C i is defined as follows:
where
• The transition function i is defined as follows:
( We can now state the main result for which we have developed the definitions above:
Lemma 4. There exists a modular winning strategy for a recursive reachability game A, e 1 , X if and only if there exists a call graph C = (V , →, ) such that A 1 ∈ V , (A 1 ) ⊆ X and for every A i ∈ V , player 0 wins the reachability game in the flat game graph A C i , e i , (A i ) .
Proof. If f is a winning strategy for A, e 1 , X , we show that its call graph, C f = (V , →, ), satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Directly from the definition we have that A 1 ∈ V and (A 1 ) ⊆ X. Moreover, for a module A i ∈ V , the strategy f i in f for module A i is basically a strategy that drives a play entering A i to (A i ) under the assumption that calls from A i to any module A j will result in the play exiting A j in some return corresponding to an exit in (A j ). Conversely, if there is a call graph C = (V , →, ) that satisfies the properties of the lemma, then the strategy for any A C i serves as a local strategy for A i in the recursive game. Since the call graph is acyclic, we can show that in any play according to this strategy, if the play enters a module A i , it will eventually exit in some exit in (A i ). Since (A 1 ) ⊆ X, the play will eventually reach some node in X and hence these local strategies constitute a winning modular strategy for A, e 1 , X .
We say that a modular strategy {f i } n i=1 is memoryless if for every pair of sequences u, u ∈ (N i ∪Calls i ∪Retns i ) * , f i ( u) = f i ( u). That is, if the selection made by the modular strategy depends only on the current node of the play.
As a corollary to the above lemma we have:
Corollary 5. If there is a modular winning strategy for a recursive reachability game, then there is a modular memoryless winning strategy for it.
Proof. By Lemma 4, we know that there is a call graph C = (V , →, ) such that each of the games A C i , e i , (A i ) is winning. Since these games are simple flat reachability games, they admit a memoryless winning strategy [23] . By the proof of Lemma 4, these memoryless winning strategies translate to a modular memoryless winning strategy for the recursive game.
Another corollary is immediate:
Corollary 6. Given a recursive reachability game, the problem of checking whether player 0 wins the game is in NP.
Proof. The NP procedure works as follows. First, we guess a call graph C = (V , →, ) such that A 1 ∈ V and (A 1 ) ⊆ X, where X is the target set. The size of this guess is clearly polynomial. Then, for every module A i ∈ V , we check if there is a winning strategy for player 0 in A C i , e i , (A i ) . This graph can be constructed in polynomial time. Also, such a flat reachability game can be solved in polynomial time (alternating reachability) [13] . If all the games are winning for player 0, we report that player 0 wins the recursive game. The correctness follows from Lemma 4.
In fact, the problem is of solving recursive games is NP-complete:
Theorem 7. The recursive game reachability problem (even for hierarchic game graphs) is NP-complete.
Proof. Corollary 6 establishes membership in NP. We need to show that reachability on hierarchic game graphs is NP-hard. We do this by a reduction from the satisfiability of 3-CNF formulas, which is known to be NP-complete [16] .
The intuition is that there will be modules for each variable in the CNF formula, where player 0 has to pick a valuation for the variable by picking an exit node. The initial module enables player 1 to pick any clause and call a module corresponding to that clause. The module for this clause will check whether the clause is satisfied by calling the modules corresponding to the variables in the clause. Player 0 wins if all clauses are satisfied. The construction of A is illustrated in Fig. 3 . It is easy to verify that is satisfiable if and only if there exists a winning strategy of the protagonist in the reachability game A, e 1 , {x 1 } . Note that the requirement that the strategy be modular is important as we want the valuation for the variables to be chosen independent of the context in which it is called (i.e. independent of the clause that is being checked). Also, note that the above game is hierarchic.
A labeling algorithm
In this section, we describe an exponential-time realization of the nondeterministic procedure sketched in the previous section. The algorithm we present is an extension of the usual attractor set construction on flat graphs [23] adapted to our setting, and it computes the vertices where player 0 can win in an incremental fashion.
Our algorithm iteratively labels vertices of a recursive game graph with tuples of sets of exit nodes according to some initialization and update rules. The algorithm halts when the computed labeling reaches its fixed-point, i.e., there are no new labels that can be added.
Let A = A 1 , . . . , A n be a recursive game graph. Consider the reachability game A, e 1 , X . We use a special symbol and we overload the set union operator with the rule ∪ E = E, for any set E. We use v to denote a node, a call, or a return of A j , for any j . We describe now the algorithm REACH (Fig. 4) that solves the modular reachability problem. Algorithm REACH consists of labeling iteratively each v, with tuples of the form E 1 , . . . , E n , where each E i is either a subset of Ex i or is the symbol . Each v could be labeled at any time with a set of such labels.
The reason we need to keep these labels, as opposed to just a set in the attractor-set computation, is to ensure that the strategy we construct is modular. It turns out that to ensure this for each module A i , it is enough to keep track of the set of exit nodes of A i that the strategy will force any play entering A i into.
For a set of maximal finite plays , let Final( ) = {s | there is a play of the form s ∈ }. Intuitively, Final( ) is the exact set of states the plays in end in.
When v ∈ N i ∪ Calls i ∪ Retns i gets a label E 1 , . . . , E n , it is supposed to mean that there exists a modular strategŷ f = {f i } such that the following hold:
A1. If v is the set of all maximal plays starting at v and consistent withf , then v contains only finite plays and Final( v ) = { x i | x i ∈ E i }. Further, the plays in v do not enter any module A j , where E j = , nor does it re-enter A i .
A2. Let l be such that E l = and l = i. Let l be the set of maximal plays starting at e l and consistent withf . Then l consists of only finite plays and Final( ) = { x l | x l ∈ E l }. Further, the plays in l never enter any module A j , where E j = , nor does it enter A i .
Intuitively, when a node in A i is labeled with E 1 , . . . , E n , it means that there is a set of strategies for each module A j , where E j = , such that the strategies drive the play from the current node to some node in E i . Moreover, these strategies never make the play enter a module A j for which strategies are not assumed (i.e. where E j = ). Also, the strategy for A j drives any play entering it to the set E j . Finally, the strategies are guaranteed not to call A i .
Algorithm REACH
Initially, each exit node x ∈ X is labeled by the tuple E 1 , . . . , E n , where E 1 = {x} and E i = , for every i > 1. All the other nodes, calls, and returns are unlabeled.
Labels are updated according to the following rules: For a 0-node (or a 0-return) v of A i , if E 1 , . . . , E n labels v ∈ i (v) then add E 1 , . . . , E n to the labels of v. 
The algorithm halts when there are no more labels that can be added. Then, it gives an affirmative answer if and only if e 1 is labeled with a tuple E 1 , . . . , E n such that E 1 ⊆ X. For any E , E ∈ 2 Ex i ∪ { }, we say that E and E are consistent if E = , or E = , or E = E .
The intuition behind the rules are as follows:
Rule 1: This rule makes a 0-node or 0-return u inherit a label of a successor. Clearly, if there is a strategyf from the successor which meets conditions A1 and A2, we have a similar strategy from u which first picks this successor and then followsf .
Rule 2: 1-nodes and 1-returns u get labeled using this rule. First, we check if the labels on all successors are consistent with respect to strategies for other modules. Note that a play starting at u can be taken to any of its successors by player 1. If the protagonist then plays according to the strategies prescribed at that node (by the inductive hypothesis), then we could reach any of the nodes in k h=1 E h i ; this is why we set E i to this set. Note that for any other module A j , E j is set to the common set of exit nodes which the successor labels agree upon. But there is a subtle point here-we must make sure that the strategies we pick for other modules be non-recursive. This will be explained in the proofs below.
Rule 3: This rule activates an exit node of a module A j when there is a box b in a module A i which is a call to A j and which has a return (b, x) that has a label. Note that the activation of this exit node is similar to the initialization step for module A 1 -we label the exit node with for all components except the j th one, which is labeled {x}.
Rule 4: Calls are labeled using this rule. A call in A i to A j can get labeled if the entry node of A j ensures that there is a strategy which will take plays entering A j to some exit nodes X and the returns in A i corresponding to these exit nodes are labeled such that they agree on the assumptions on all modules. Note that we require E 0 i = , which by (A1) demands that the strategy for A j must not call A i , and hence we avoid recursive calls. The rest of the intuition is same as for Rule 2.
We prove now that REACH solves the reachability problem for recursive games. Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of applications of the update rules. For the initial labeling the lemma is trivially true. Suppose by induction that after the hth updating, the lemma holds. We distinguish the following cases for the (h + 1)th updating, depending on which rule was used.
Lemma 8 (Soundness
Rule 1: Suppose that v ∈ (u) where u is a 0-node (or a 0-return), u, v ∈ A i and v has already been labeled with E 1 , . . . , E n . By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a modular strategyf = {f j } satisfying A1 and A2 with respect to the labeling E 1 , . . . , E n at v. . . , E k l are pairwise consistent. Assume Rule 2 is used and u gets labeled with E 1 , . . . , E n by REACH using the labels E l 1 , . . . , E l n for l = 1, . . . , k. By the inductive hypothesis, for each l ∈ {1, . . . , k} there exists a strategyf l = {f l j } satisfying the properties A1 and A2 with respect to the labeling E l 1 , . . . , E l n at v l . We define a strategyf = {f j } for meeting the conditions A1 and A2 for the new label for the node u as follows. For j = i, set f j = f l j where l is the least index h such that
, for every l ∈ {1, . . . , k} and ∈ (N i ∪ Calls i ∪ Retns i ) * . The only subtle point here is to make sure that the call graph for the strategyf is indeed acyclic. If this is so, it is easy to see thatf satisfies the properties A1 and A2, using the fact for any l = i, the sets E 1 l , . . . , E k l are pairwise consistent.
Let J = {j | j = i, E j = }. The problem is that for any module A j (j ∈ J ), we pick strategies from the various strategies recommended at the successor vertices v l (l = 1, . . . , k). We must make sure that while doing this, we do not introduce recursive calls.
First note that the call graph of everyf j must be acyclic (Lemma 2). For any j ∈ J , let us say that f j gets defined at h if h is the least index for which E h j = . Now note that if f j is defined at h, then for any play entering A j , if the play when within A j calls A j , then f j is defined at h where h h. Using this fact it is easy to argue that the call graph off is acyclic.
Rule 3: In case we update the label of x ∈ Ex i by Rule 3, the lemma is trivially true since the ith component of the new label of x is {x} and the other components are .
Rule 4: Consider the call (b, e), with b ∈ B i and e ∈ N j . Suppose that (b, v 1 ) , . . . , (b, v k ) are returns and let E l 1 , . . . , E l n be a label of (b, v l ), for every l = 1, . . . , k, already computed by REACH. Also, let E 0 1 , . . . , E 0 n be a label of e already computed by REACH. Denote by E 1 , . . . , E n the labeling of v computed by REACH from E l 1 , . . . , E l n , for l = 0, . . . , k, applying Rule 4. We construct a strategy f similar to the case for Rule 2, giving priorities starting from f 0 up to f k . One can argue, in a similar fashion as we did for Rule 2, that f satisfies the properties A1 and A2 of the lemma with respect to E 1 , . . . , E n . However, there is one extra property we have to show in this case: that the strategy starting at (b, e) does not call A i again. This is, however, true because of the condition of the rule which checks that E 0 i = . Since E 0 i = , the play when in A j cannot call A i again. When the return node (b, v l ) is reached, we know that the play can no longer call A i by induction hypothesis. A = A 1 , . . . , A n be a recursive game graph and X ⊆ Ex 1 . If there exists a winning strategy for the protagonist in the reachability game A, e 1 , X , then e 1 is labeled by algorithm REACH with some label E 1 , . . . , E n , where E 1 ⊆ X.
Lemma 9 (Completeness). Let
Proof. Let f be a winning strategy of the protagonist in the reachability game A, e 1 , X .
Before proving the lemma, we define a tree corresponding to the winning strategy f . Let be the set of all plays starting from e 1 that are consistent with f . Since f is winning, each play in reaches a state b 1 , . . . , b r , x where x ∈ X. However, since we know that f must be hierarchic, it is easy to see that all plays in in fact end in x with x ∈ X. Note that has no infinite plays.
Let V f be the set of all elements • If v is not a call nor an exit node, then = s for some s and v is a non-entry node or a call.
It is easy to see that T f is a tree rooted at ( e 1 , e 1 ) and has leaves of the form ( x , x) where x ∈ X. It is very similar to the usual strategy-tree of a strategy, except that we explicitly label each play with the current node where the play is and add edges from calls to entry nodes, and exit nodes to returns which are implicit moves in the game.
Denote by E i , for i = 1, . . . , n, the set of all exit nodes in Ex i visited along any maximal play of f starting at e 1 (we assume that if a module A i is not visited, then E i = ).
We claim that for every v ∈ N i ∪ Calls i ∪ Retns i such that there is a node of the form ( , v) in T f , v is labeled by REACH with some label E v 1 , . . . , E v n where: (1) Let Z i be the smallest subset of the exit nodes of A i such that the plays starting at v and consistent with f end in x , for some x ∈ Z i . Then If v = (b, e j ) ∈ Calls i , then since f is modular we know that for every x j ∈ E j there is a play starting at e j that ends up in x j . Thus, for every x j ∈ E j there is a node in T f of the form j , x j below , v . By the induction hypothesis, these have labels that satisfy properties (1)-(3). Also, , e j , which is the only successor of , v in T f , must be labeled by some E 1 , . . . , E n such that: (1) E j = E j , since f is modular and thus plays starting at e j end up in { x j | x j ∈ E j }; (2) E i = , directly by property (3) of the induction hypothesis on , e j since A i → A j . We can now show, using arguments similar to those for the case when v was a 1-node, that Rule 4 can be applied to get a label for v that satisfies the claim.
The soundness of REACH follows from Lemma 8, by condition A1 (with v = e 1 ), while Lemma 9 proves its completeness. REACH can require exponential time since it can generate exponentially many labels. A careful analysis shows that it works in fact in time exponential in the total number of exit nodes and linear in the size of the recursive game graph. Also, note that REACH can stop once the initial node gets the appropriate label, even before reaching the fixed-point. We have the following theorem. Proof. By Lemmas 8 and 9, REACH solves the reachability game on recursive game graphs. Let A = A 1 , . . . , A n be a recursive game graph. Let ex = n i=1 |Ex i | denote the total number of exits in A, let K v = |N ∪ Calls ∪ Retns| denote the number of vertices and let K e denote the number of edges in A. Since the ith component of each label is either a subset of Ex i or , the number of labels used by our algorithm is bounded by 2 ex . A simple implementation, which maintains for each label a list of vertices that have that label, works in time at most cubic in K v + K e and exponential in ex. However, a more efficient implementation can be obtained if we look upon the rules of the algorithm as solving a reachability game on a flat finite graph. This graph will have vertices of the form (u, E 1 , . . . , E n ), for every node u and label E 1 , . . . , E n . The set we want to reach is the set of vertices that corresponds to the initial labeling of the algorithm, that is, {(x, E 1 , . . . , E n ) | E 1 = {x} and E j = , ∀j > 1}. The initial set of vertices are those of the form (e 1 , E 1 , . . . , E n ) where E 1 ⊆ X.
To implement the rules as a game that is not too large, we need to carefully choose auxiliary vertices that witness the various conditions that the rules demand. For example, to encode Rule 2 for (u, E 1 , . . . , E n ), u is a vertex of A i , we can build auxiliary nodes that step through the successors v 1 , . . . , v k of u, one at a time. For this, we need to make sure that the successors have labels that are consistent with E 1 , . . . , E n and also that for every E j such that E j = , there is some successor v l which has a label E l 1 , . . . , E l n such that E l j = E j . Technically, this can be achieved for example by guessing at each v i the sets E j = that still need to be matched and the subset of exits within E i that still need to be covered by the remaining successor vertices v i+1 , . . . , v k . The encoding for Rule 4 is similar, except that one first has to guess a subset of exits of the called module.
One can define such a graph which has (K v + K e )2 O(ex) vertices and edges. Since reachability games on flat graphs can be solved in time linear in the number of vertices and edges of the game graph [33] , we obtain an implementation of the algorithm that runs in time (K v + K e )2 O(ex) .
Extensions

Safety recursive games
Consider a recursive game graph A. A safety condition requires that the plays stay within a set of good vertices, or equivalently that bad vertices are avoided. A safety recursive game is A, e 1 , X good , where A is a recursive game graph, e 1 is the entry node of the game module A 1 , and X good is a subset of nodes of A. A play of such a game is winning if all visited states are of the form b 1 , . . . , b r , u where u ∈ X good . If we restrict to modular strategies, safety recursive games are not dual to reachability recursive games. This is because in both definitions, while the protagonist is forced to use a modular strategy, the adversary is allowed to use an arbitrary strategy. In contrast with reachability, winning modular strategies in safety recursive games may not be hierarchic (in particular, Lemma 2 and Corollary 3 do not hold). Despite this, deciding safety recursive games is also NP-complete: Theorem 11. Solving safety games on recursive (as well as hierarchic) game graphs is NP-complete.
Proof. The hardness result is directly obtained from the reduction given in the proof of Theorem 7. For membership in NP, we can design an algorithm that first guesses a set of modules V (with A 1 ∈ V ) and for each A i ∈ V , a set E i ⊆ Ex i ∩X good . The algorithm then builds a flat game graph A i (which is similar to the graph A C i defined in Section 3) where calls to A j / ∈ V are declared unsafe, each call to A j ∈ V is replaced with a player 1 node that has edges to returns corresponding to exits in E j , and for all the other nodes u, u is unsafe if either u / ∈ X good or u ∈ Ex i \ E i . Each flat safety game A i is then solved and the algorithm declares that the protagonist wins if all these safety games are winning. Intuitively, each flat game graph A i checks whether the protagonist can keep the play safe in A i without making any call to modules not in V , either forever or till the play reaches an exit node in E i . While doing so, we assume that calls to any A j ∈ V will return (if at all) at returns corresponding to exits in E j . It is easy to see that the protagonist wins iff there is such a witness.
Handling multiple entries
Consider a recursive game A, e 1 , X where each module is allowed to have multiple entry nodes. The semantics of the game and modular strategies are the natural extensions of those for the single-entry setting. When a play enters a module, since the strategy for the module knows the entry node where the play enters, it could follow different strategies for the different entry nodes and still remain modular. Hence, we can replace every module which has, say, m entry nodes with a set of m modules, one for each entry node, but where each new module has only one entry node. We suitably change the calls from other modules so that they call the corresponding modules with the appropriate entry node. It is easy to see that one can check for a modular strategy on the original game by checking for a modular strategy in this game. Note that in a game with multiple entry nodes, there could be a winning strategy such that plays according to it call modules recursively-however, by the above reduction, there cannot be recursive calls to modules with the same entry node. Consider a recursive game G with n modules and let m e be the maximum number of entry nodes of any module. Then, it is easy to see that the above reduction produces a game graph with at most n · m e single-entry modules and the overall size of the game graph is at most |G| 3 , where |G| is the size of G.
Recursive games with variables
In modeling programs, it is natural to have variables over a finite domain that are abstractions of actual variables and which can be passed from module to module (see, for instance, the SLAM model checker [6] ). We can extend our setup to handle this by augmenting nodes with the values of variables. These variables can be local, global or passed as parameters when calls are made to other modules. If a module A i has r i input variables, r o output variables and k internal variables, then we can model this by having 2 r i · |En i | entry nodes, 2 r o · |Ex i | exit nodes, and 2 r i +r o +k · |N i | internal nodes (we assume all variables to be boolean). Note that a modular strategy will be such that the strategy for a module can take into account the parameters that are sent and returned when calling any module, but cannot know the exact evolution of the called module. This makes our setting a natural setup where we can deal with the construction of skeletons of program modules which achieve a particular specification.
Persistent memory strategies
Modular strategies, where a strategy is allowed to remember only the part of the play since it last entered a module, are one way of realizing the idea that each module must have its own strategy and is not allowed to know what happens in other modules. However, we can relax this condition and instead ask for a persistent strategy where a strategy for a module can remember not only the play from the last call to the module, but all parts of the play when the play was in this module. We can realize such a strategy for a module as a program which has a static memory to store all that happens within the module, and use this information to drive the play. Formally, we define a projection operator that projects a play onto a module 
. i (s l ).
A persistent strategy f for player 0 is a strategy for player 0 such that for all plays , of A, if the control after and are both in A i and i ( ) = i ( ) then f ( ) = f ( ) holds. In other words, the advice of the strategy f for any play that is currently in A i depends only on the projection i ( ) of the play onto the nodes, calls, and returns of the module.
This subtle difference with modular strategies, however, changes the problem of solving games dramatically and it turns out that checking whether there is a persistent strategy in a given recursive game is undecidable.
The reduction is from the undecidability of solving multi-player games with incomplete information [25] which we formalize below.
Multi-player games
Peterson and Reif in [25] show that multi-player games with incomplete information, where there are a set of cooperating players who play against an adversary but have incomplete information about each other, are undecidable to solve. We present here a similar simplified problem, 2Pl-1Ad, which is a game where two players play against one adversary and the two players have incomplete information about each other. Note that in this game, there is no game graph; instead the players choose letters from some alphabets in turns.
Let and be two players playing against an adversary. Players and form team 0 and play against team 1 comprising a lone player, the adversary. Let us fix four disjoint alphabets i , where i ∈ {0, 1} and ∈ { , }. The game is played as follows. The adversary picks ∈ { , }, and plays a letter in 1 . Player responds to this by playing a letter in 0 . Now it is again the adversary's turn, and it picks a and continues as before.
In addition, we have a special symbol $ ∈ 0 which the player uses to signal that it has finished playing the game. In case $ is played, the adversary can no longer pick (though it may continue playing with the other player). Thus plays are restricted: a play is a sequence in (( 1 · 0 ) + ( 1 · 0 ) ) * such that if = $ , for any , and , then
( 1 ∪ 0 ) = ε (where stands for the projection operation).
Let L ⊆ (( 1 · 0 ) + ( 1 · 0 )) * be a regular language which identifies the winning plays for team 0, i.e. a play is winning for team 0 iff it belongs to L.
A strategy for team 0 is a pair of functionsĝ = {g , g } where g : 1 .( 0 · 1 ) * → 0 , ∈ { , }. A play is said to be according to a strategyĝ for team 0 if for every prefix aa of , if the length of is even and a ∈ 1 , then it must be that a = g ( ( 1 ∪ 0 ) ). In other words, a play is according toĝ if at every point in the play, if it is the turn of to play, then plays according to the strategy g which selects a symbol depending only on the projection of the play to the moves it can see, namely 1 ∪ 0 .
A strategy for team 0 is said to be winning if all plays according to it are finite and are winning. The problem 2Pl-1Ad is now this: given a set of alphabets i , i ∈ {0, 1}, ∈ { , }, and given a regular language L ⊆ (( 1 · 0 )+( 1 · 0 )) * , is there a winning strategy for team 0?
The following is easy to see from the proof of the undecidability of multi-player games in [25] :
Proposition 12 (Peterson and Reif) . The problem 2Pl-1Ad is undecidable.
Reduction to recursive games with persistent strategies
Let us reduce 2Pl-1Ad to the problem of checking whether there is a persistent strategy for player 0 in a recursive game.
Let us fix an instance of 2Pl-1Ad by fixing the alphabets i , i ∈ {0, 1}, ∈ { , }, and a regular language L given as a deterministic finite automaton A = (Q, q in , , F ) with the usual interpretation.
There are three modules A 1 , A 2 and A 3 . A 1 , the initial module, will make calls to A 2 and A 3 ; A 2 and A 3 do not call any other module. A 2 has an entry node for each letter in 1 and an exit node for each letter in 0 . Similarly, A 3 has entries and exits for 1 and 0 , respectively. A 1 can call A 2 with entry nodes corresponding to any letter in 1 and A 2 will pick an exit corresponding to a letter in 0 . Similarly, A 1 will call A 3 with letters in 1 and get back letters in 0 . The moves to exit nodes in A 2 and A 3 will be controlled by player 0 and hence will correspond to some strategies g and g for the 2Pl-1Ad-game. The moves in A 1 are controlled by player 1, which nondeterministically picks and calls the module corresponding to with a nondeterministically chosen letter in 1 . A 1 also keeps track of whether a player returns $ , in which case the game graph is such that it cannot call the module corresponding to again. A 1 also keeps track of the current state of the automaton A on the play that is being generated. Since A 1 has complete information of the play (it generates the letters in 1 and observes the response through the return from the module that it calls), it can keep track of this information. At the nodes corresponding to final states, however, we force the module to exit at an exit node x 1 of A 1 .
It is now easy to see that there is a winning strategy for team 0 in the 2Pl-1Ad-game iff there is a persistent winning strategy for player 0 in the above recursive game with the target set {x 1 }. This is because persistent strategies for A 2 and A 3 directly translate back and forth to strategies for player and , respectively, and preserves the property of being winning in the respective games. We hence have:
Theorem 13. The problem of checking whether there is a winning persistent strategy in a given hierarchical game is undecidable.
Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is the study of a new notion of a strategy for games on recursive/hierarchic state machines, namely the notion of a modular strategy. This is a very natural notion and in fact corresponds to a game between a team of players (one player for each module) against a global adversary. While such team games have been studied before, they usually turn out to be undecidable; however, solving for modular strategies in our framework is decidable.
In terms of applications, we believe that modular strategies are natural and appropriate in the context of synthesizing assumptions a set of modules makes about its environment in order to satisfy its specification. For example, in [12] , the authors design interfaces for software modules by solving global games on pushdown systems; these interfaces are however interfaces to a global environment. If the environment itself is made of several components, then our framework of modular strategies allows the synthesis of separate interfaces to each of these environment components in a natural way. In this paper, we have concentrated solely on reachability and safety specifications. Further, these specifications were stated simply in terms of a set of states of the game graph, and not as a separate specification independent of the game. Recently, in [5] , we have removed both these restrictions and studied recursive games against specifications given by automata (over infinite words) or temporal logics such as LTL. The results of the current paper scale well to these specifications and result in algorithms that are still polynomial in the game graph and exponential in the number of exits.
